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About This Game

A mysterious tavern with a deadly secret! Check-in to this magical tale of murder and mystery where not everything is as it
seems. Explore the tavern in secret or in style, meet and mingle with guests and staff, wield weapons and magic and uncover

clues before the killer strikes again!

Evertree Inn is an immersive 265,000 word interactive experience by Thom Baylay, where your choices control the story. It’s
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast unstoppable power of your imagination.

What will you do when an overnight stay in a highway tavern turns into the biggest mystery of your life? Will you rise to the
challenge, or will you resist your destiny? Are you in it for the money, for the thrill of the chase or are you secretly hoping for

romance? Enter an open world, where the choices you ignore matter as much as the ones you explore and where every
interaction has a reaction. Choose your path as elf or dwarf, human or halfling or even the elusive brownie and find out if you

have what it takes to survive the night at Evertree Inn?

 Immerse yourself in the fully open and explorable tavern where your actions have real consequences.

 Play as any one of five races, each with their own unique abilities and dialogue options!

 Overcome obstacles with brute strength, keen perception, natural cunning and even magic.
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 Battle with any weapon you can imagine or unleash an impressive arsenal of spells.

 Boldly confront guests and staff or lurk in the shadows as you uncover clues.

 Make enemies and friends and maybe even find true love.

 Play as male, female or non-binary.

 Play as gay, straight, bisexual or asexual.
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Recommended if you own Arcania and get it on sale. More an extension/final chapter than a standalone game. Good for 8-12
hours of gameplay. Has the same strengt's and weaknesses than Arcania.. Awesome poker game that gives a story and senario to
the game than just cards. I have a soft spot for these sort of tongue-in-cheek sexploitation games, but this one is just way too
brutal. Most of them give some sort of absurd barely-plausible reason why the protagonist is always having sex, but this one just
starts with a whole bunch of flat-out zero-consent prison torture and serial♥♥♥♥♥♥ Awful. Uninstalled.. good game needs
work and more players
. Recommended.

Story...

The title of this game hints to a story, perhaps to a story on a deeper level. It sounds like the game would happen between two
deities who both want something. That sounded extremely interesting to me. While I didn't expect too in-depth background due
to the type of this game, I was still disappointed by the lack of it. There are exactly two cut scenes, at the beginning and at the
end. The title mislead me quite well for making me believe something particularly exciting would happen between the packs you
have to finish.

Characters...

There's not much to the characters and that's not really surprising. Still, the two main characters (and I use that term loosely)
have a connection to each other. It's hard to tell what kind of relationship it is, because they never, even once, speak. So in that
as well, the characters lacked depth.

Gameplay...

It's very simple, but nice nonetheless, if you know what to expect. I expected the Fever Mode to be a timed version of the main
game, but it's not. You have a certain time to finish a mosaic and you gain more time every time you finish one. So you can go
on as long as you have time. It was a pleasant surprise for me, since I typically do not like timed versions. It was a nice add to
the slower, more relaxed version. If you start with a Fever Mode, maybe the game mechanics work differently? That I can't say.

Art...

When you first begin the game, the main screen has BEAUTIFUL art. It was gorgeous, and had quite sharp details. The colors
were wonderful too. It was pleasant to look at and I expected it to apply to the whole game.
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But. I was once again disappointed. The cut scene animations don't have similar style at all. Admittedly, animations rarely look
as good as the main art. But the level dropped down a lot, almost made it look ugly. Visually appealing games are my thing, so to
be first introduced to an amazing view and then to have it change... It was a true shame. The only good thing is, that there were
only two cut scenes.

As for mosaics, all of the packs had different textures. From glass-like to rough, it was interesting - and some of the textures
made the gameplay more challenging.

Music...

I loved the music. It hit me immediately when I began the game. I actually wished that I could listen to it some more, which is
rare for me. I liked the main tune the best, but the others were quite pleasant to listen to too.

Conclusion...

I enjoyed this game enough to recommend it. It might typical to this type of game, but it has a good soundtrack, mosaics with
different textures and two modes. Achievements were nice and not too hard to get. And it's not horribly pricy either.. After
latest Windows 10 update, AGKVR doesn't render to HMD.
I tried graphic driver reinstall, Appgamekit reinstall, Steam client reinstall and OS clean install... but no effect.
So, I do not recommend it if you plan to use this DLC from now on.. seasons pass isnt working
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Super Ledgehop: Double Laser has neither ledge-hopping nor dual lasers (single lasers ok), but its a unique bullet hell game. It
offers absorb and reflect mechanics for enemy bullets allowing you to turn their own attacks back against them! The levels are
varied enough and there are enough enemy types to keep it interesting and it scales overall well. Game has a few surprises here
and there but its story is pretty much just a meme, take it for what you will. Overall full recommend, I am looking forward to
more from these LAME-Developers.

Play it with a controller if you want hardmode....and remember.....

Shoot First! Friends Later.. If you like fault and the art of Hare Konatsu, then I'd recommend this. Very fun game but very
short. Beat it in 1.5 hours. It gives you lots of control options thankfully. I dont like teleportation movement and click turning
and thankfully this gives nyou smooth turning and normal locomotion with the thumb sticks. Gameplay is simple enough go
through a mission kill all the baddies and fight a boss at the end. You get two guns which can get special abilities. There are no
other guns besides the pistols. Some of the levels are really really reddish and gave me flash backs of playing the Nintendo
Virtual boy lol.

A few of the boss fights will really have you crouching and dodging all over the place which if you dont have the best knees the
crouching part isnt all that fun but thankfully its very minimal. Game ran very smooth, didnt run into any bugs. I'd recomend
getting it but on sale for around 50% off because it isnt very long.. This game looks and plays great. There could always be more
content but it's def one of the best sports games on the vive.. Dirving the Caterham cars around Brands Hatch, Cadwell Park and
Oulton Park is insanely fun and worth the 36,99\u20ac
If the seasonpass is on sale it's defently worth picking up. An absolutely gorgeous game with an amazing soundtrack you'll want
to keep listening to. It really is art, every frame is worthy of a screenshot and the animation is both fluid and visually interesting.
The OST and visuals work to pull at your heartstrings even as the story is left fairly open-ended for the player to determine. I
definitely felt my eyes tear up during a few cutscenes.

As far as gameplay, I really enjoy puzzles and these were challenging enough to stump me a couple times while still feel
satisfying to complete. Some jumps take a little more precise timing and skill to complete.

Highly recommend. I hope more games take a similar route.. epic and awesome 2 thumbs up ^ _ ^. Not very difficult, and not
very long, but very nicely done. A relaxing puzzle game. And, of course, can't argue with the price.. How can this have even one
positive review? Are they insiders? Scammers? Is it the first game they've ever played? Cause it's awful. Truly awful in every
way.

New Save Game Feature For Upcoming Sequel:
Evertree Inn now includes a new save feature to carry your game over to its upcoming sequel.
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